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SENSEABLE CITY GUIDE
WORLD MAP
Welcome to the Senseable City Lab
– a cutting–edge multidisciplinary
research group that studies the
interface between cities, people, and
technologies and investigates how
the ubiquity of digital devices and the
various telecommunication networks
that augment our cities, are impacting
urban living. With an overall goal
of anticipating future trends, we
bring together researchers from
over a dozen academic disciplines
to work on groundbreaking
ideas and innovative real–world
demonstrations.
Each academic year, the Senseable
City Lab invites students at
the Massachusetts Institute of
Technology to participate in the
Digital City Design Workshop.
The workshop seeks to provide
pragmatic, technological solutions
that address a key concern of urban
living. The Senseable City Guide series
showcases this research which is
undertaken in partnership with cities
from across the world.
This volume is the result of
collaboration between the Senseable
City Lab and the China Future City
Lab, where we turn our attention to
one of the most dynamic cities in
China: Shenzhen.

SENSEABLE CITY LAB – MIT
CHINA FUTURE CITY LAB – MIT
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Shenzhen
Introduction
by Ricardo Álvarez

Shenzhen is a city where the future
of China is taking shape. The city
experienced unprecedented growth,
when it went from a small market
town in the 1970s to a thriving
metropolis with over 20 million
people today. Shenzhen has been
at the forefront of the country’s
economic development for the past
four decades, since it was labeled
as one of China’s free economic
zones. Over the years, the presence
of the technology sector has been
a defining factor for the city and
its environs. On the backbone of its
electronics manufacturing industry,
Shenzhen has become one of the
most dynamic success stories of the
past decades.
The city belongs to that small number
of places that have a true global
reach; one whose products and ideas
touch everyone’s daily lives. From
the most sophisticated smartphone
to the simplest LED fixture, hardly a
piece of hardware electronics sold
today doesn’t pass through its myriad
of factories. Technology is now so
deeply encoded into the city’s DNA
that many refer to it as the Silicon
Valley of China. The label carries more
meaning than the obvious, since
in a similar way as its Californian
counterpart Shenzhen has become
famous as a magnet for migrant
talent, which today accounts for over
90% of its population, leading in no
small part the economic revolution of
China of the post Deng Xiaoping era.
The existing tech industry is also
morphing internally. Fueled by a new
generation of local tech companies
with global ambitions, such as DJI,
Tencent, Huawei and HTC; Shenzhen
is transforming its industrial core
from manufacturing and assembly
to design, r&d and prototyping of
sophisticated goods and services

for new sectors such as robotics,
virtual reality and fintech. But these
industries are quite different from
the ones in the past, putting into
question whether the same patterns
of the 9-9-6 work culture where the
“time is money and efficiency is life”
mentioned in the slogan from Yuan
Geng famously displayed at the
crossing of the Shekou Industrial
Road might no longer apply or be
as desirable for a new generation
of future entrepreneurs. This
transformation makes the question
of what the future of work will be
like in Shenzhen, a critical one for
the future of both the city as well as
China as a whole.
Facing this challenge, China
Resources Land (CR Land) is
testing a new typology of urban
environment for the Chinese market.
Spearheaded by its brand new MixC
World development, CR Land is
creating a new blend of residential,
commercial and office space in a
high density project that aims to be
a prototype for Chinese urbanism in
the XXI century. MixC World is also
the site in which the Senseable City
Lab Digital City Design workshop
in collaboration with the MIT’s
China Future City Lab can envision
different forms of interactions and
experiences that seek to explore
new ways in which people’s work
days can be improved by blending
digital technologies into their
daily activities. The output of the
workshop, presented here, is a series
of design proposals for the future of
work in Shenzhen.
Some of the projects focus on
developing the next generation of
social work tools that could trigger
greater dynamics of collaboration
and personal productivity. For
example, Kun Cheng’s Mediable

project seeks to foster new social
interactions and conversations
in meeting rooms, by creating an
interactive meeting room table that
uses artificial intelligence to mediate
work meetings and ideation sessions.
Meanwhile Angie Jo’s Mind Leap idea
proposes to create a next generation
whiteboard that provides simple
ideation tools and records multi
users ideation sessions across time
and space in order to foster shared
creativity in the meeting room, across
the MixC World development and
ultimately across China.
Other projects blend digital
technologies to create new
experiences that foster both
productivity and health as a critical
component in the future work
space. Mariah Barber’s Monospace
proposal actually wants to create a
personal zone of calm reflection that
allows for individual productivity
to thrive by shielding workers from
the chaotic, daily distractions that
disturb our concentration and affect
our mental health. Simultaneously,
Yuehan Wang’s Hydro Station vision
is one where a digitized water
fountain can become both a social
space as well as a health monitoring
system where better habits that
could improve the well being of
workers at both personal and
collective levels could be shared.
Finally some of the projects center
on fostering new social experiences
that encourage connections
between people; understanding
that in the knowledge economy
social interactions and serendipity
play a critical role in the creation
of new ideas. Juan Constain’s Ping
project, envisions a system that
choreographs social serendipity in
space and time and invites people
to meet and socialize through the

use of a geo located personal device
linked to a social knowledge system.
Jinghong Lyu RUNcierge wants to
use augmented reality technology
to digitize personal avatars powered
by A.I. that guide users, and specially
new migrant workers to a wide
variety of new social encounters
while inviting them to discover
all that the City of Shenzhen and
MixC World have to offer. Finally
Juncheng Yang’s Food Mate focuses
on the strong and deeply rooted
food culture of China to activate
public spaces within MixC World by
deploying a fleet of autonomous
food carts that allow for Shenzhen
workers to share a meal together
and possibly collaborate in the next
great idea that will continue to push
Shenzhen towards becoming a global
node of innovation for the new
millenium.
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Mediable
by Kun Cheng
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Top: Imbalanced meeting with a dominator

People work individually and
collaboratively. Even though there is
a trend that workers are increasingly
mobile and distributed, during
collaboration, we still spend a
considerable amount of time in the
meeting room, since the power of
a meeting which could assemble a
group of people very quickly is hard
to be replaced by any other form.
The table in a meeting room
functions as a central piece which
gathers employers and employees,
colleagues and friends, allies and
competitors, however, is often
designed to aim for the capacity of
people allowed and the importance
of the boss’s seat via physical
settings. Such design ignores the
quality of conversation and in turn
enhances the imbalance of the
interaction. Although it is what
was needed in a traditional firm
structure, where hierarchy is used
to drive the efficiency of production.
But things are different in the
current economy, where individual
creation, is greatly valued. Due
to this criteria, it is the level and
quality of interaction instead of
the enforcement of hierarchy that
matters.
The truth is that the table in a
meeting room not only witnesses
the formation and transformation
of ideas and opinions, but also
the hierarchy, the politics, the
empowerment and disempowerment,
the social structure and of team
dynamics of each team member.
It is hard to miss an imbalanced
meeting, where the boss dominates

a conversation for two hours and
everyone else falls asleep. And it is
actually quite common in Chinese
companies and government
meetings.
Indeed, the hierarchy and social
structure will always exist as well as
attempts to dominate the interaction.
But this condition doesn’t mean that
the situation can not be improved.
It might indicate that the design of
today’s table cannot entirely satisfy
the requirement for collaboration.
In fact, the possibilities of TABLE can
be fully utilized once the role of a
table transforms from an audience
into a mediator. In that case, the
level and quality of interactions

are aiming for FinTech companies as
their primary tenants. Thus, business
types, meeting participants, and
functions of meetings vary. Different
stakeholders such as employers,
employees and listeners need
balanced rights to speak. Meanwhile,
different meeting types could be
facilitated based on the nature of the
meeting’s procedure to maximize the
quality. All such is achievable via a
table mediator.
During the meeting, notes could
be taken, voice could be recorded,
the volume could be captured, the
right to speak could be assigned. In
addition, visual material could be
displayed more directly, business

TABLE is not merely a
table; it is a surface ready
to support, listen, display,
facilitate, and mediate.
can be improved by enhancing the
balance and equity of all participants,
as well as reducing human effort
in facilitating meetings in order to
allow each participant to dynamically
engage in the interaction. Through
this operation, the table is not merely
a table any more; it is a surface ready
to support, listen, display, facilitate,
and mediate.
On our site, MixC of CR Land in
Shenzhen, China, office buildings

cards could be shared more
efficiently. All such are achievable via
a table mediator.
After the meeting, based on the data
collected in the meeting, a thorough
map of team dynamics as well as
personal suggestion could be given
as a feedback to each individual team
members to improve the quality of
next meeting.

Down: Office Furniture for Collaboration
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Hi, Sam. It’s alright,
we are brainstorming. Just sync your
device and join.
Hi, table. Let’s
take a vote

Hi, everyone, sorry
I’m late!

OK, let’s vote.
Who agrees?

Hi, Linda, What’s
your thinking?
Well, I think....

Meeting Progress
Synced!!

18
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During the Meeting

Before the meeting start, a starter will
set up a meeting via booking system.

Microphones pick up the voice and
identify the user.

After the Meeting

The projector will display the meeting
topic, script and meeting participants

Say “hey table, let’s vote” to let the
table count on votes.

After the meeting, say “hey table, the
meeting is over” to finish a meeting.

SCG SHENZHEN / S1 / MEDIABLE
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Before the meeting

If people left with shut down the
system, after 5 minutes silence, the
system will automatically close.

Minute
Audio

Mediable Booking

Minute
Audio

Time, Location,
Duration, Participants
SNA Report

Fill in the time, location, duration and
participants.

Say “Hi, table” to wake up the system,
“start the meeting” to activate the
meeting mode

The projector will display the meeting
topic, script and meeting participants

In the ideation session, the table will
randomly assign right to speakers to
talk about their ideas.

Turn off the switch to shut down the
system.

After the meeting, the meeting minute will be sent to the user.

transcript. In the meeting, because
the right to speak is important, the
table would count time to remind
the speaker how much time is
left for this round. In an ideation
session, the table could randomly
or sequentially assign right to
participants to talk about their
ideas. Sometimes, if a participant
is late, he/she may simply put the
phone on the touch screen and the
progress of a meeting is synced to
the phone for the user. In addition,
the table can also help formalize
some process of the meeting, such as
voting and decision making. In this
case, a host participant can simply
give a verbal cue like “Hi Jarvis, let’s
take a vote!” Then, people who agree

with the decision can just put their
palm on the touch screen and the
table will account the vote. After
the meeting, the table will send
participants minutes of the meeting
and other reference materials such
as audio record or shared folders.
Furthermore, such data can be used
to analyze the hidden team dynamics
inside a group.

setting, notes taker and minute
drafting, document share are quite
useful to reduce human effort and
improve engagement of a meeting.
Once people starts to benefit from
the useful functions of this table, the
table can becomes a mediator to
collect more data to help meetings
going more smoothly.

audio data, voting counts, translated
transcript, and so on are collected.
After the meeting, minutes are
generated according to the process
and outcome of the meeting. And the
users are constantly using the data
they produced like agenda, attending
participants, voting outcome,
transcript, and meeting minute, etc.

informal ideation process.

The participants who participates
the meeting constantly generates
data before, while and after the
meeting. Before the meeting, the
person who sets up the meeting
and the participants will generate
data such as meeting agenda,
duration, estimated participants,
and the position (hierarchy) of each
participants. During the meeting, the

The table are sensing via a series
of sensors: a recorder, a touch
screen and a physical switch. On the
contrary, the real world is actuated
by the speaking rights assigned,
documents synced, voting counted,
and meeting minutes shared.

PERSONAL
INTERACTIONS
People could use this table to
enhance the quality of a meeting
before, during, and after a meeting.
The table contains three main
interactive parts, which are a central
piece that records and speaks, a
touch screen that reacts to gestures
and synchronizes electronic devices,
and a projector that displays visual
materials. For instance, before a
meeting, the table could receive
and display meeting agenda to the
audience, recognize the identity
of the audience and what their
positions are. During the meeting,
the table can take notes of what
each participant says, translating
audio material into natural language
and extracting key words from the

People use this table to have a more
balanced meeting, which can result
in a higher quality of communication
and interaction. Also, it is a powerful
tool for the meeting participants
to understand the group dynamics,
such as who, how often and how long
they meet with and how did the meet
go. Besides, functions like agenda

The table can be used in a shared
working space as well as private
company, formal meeting as well as

The obvious value added is from
the function as note taker or
synchronizing documents. Then,
assigning speaking rights can balance
the participants’ engagement in the
meeting, thus, improve the quality of
the meeting. Furthermore, the minute
generated based on the meeting is
revealing the team dynamic to the
team and meeting participants.

20
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Social Network Analysis

Node (Individual/actor)
Shenzhen is known as the technology
and creation harbor in China because
of its emerging new economy
and technology creation. Tons of
information is exchanged here every
day.
CR Land has an goal for inviting
top technology and finance
companies as well as young Fin-Tech
companies into the office spaces.
Due to this, lots of communication
of the cutting edge technologies
and trending financial information
will be communicated within this
space during countless meetings.
Yet the potential of understanding
how these teams work and how to
improve the communication quality
in these offices is still not fully
explored. Thus, this meeting table, as

a perfect medium, is able to mediate
the meeting for better interaction
quality, and meanwhile, to reveal
the hidden but interesting team
dynamics among the working spaces.

These information will first help
improve the flow of the meeting as
well as mapping out the overall social
structure and team dynamics in the
working places that is using the table.

When the meeting participants
are using the table, the table is
constantly collecting data from the
users, such as who meets with who,
where the meeting is happening,
when did it happen, how long did
it long, how often they meet with
each other, etc. Furthermore, the
table will be able to collect data like
the content of the meeting via the
natural language processing and
semantic analysis. Most importantly,
the table can help mediate the
meeting from the pre-coded
information and the data it collects.

Since CR Land is the biggest real
estate group in china, and its
development has been wide spread
over the country’s urban area. Thus,
we can use this table as a urban
infrastructure to measure the social
interaction of people working in
places like CR Land. Therefore, the
table becomes the basic urban
infrastructure that collects meeting
data for understanding the overall
team dynamics as well as being a
meeting mediator that help uses to
improve the interaction quality.

Employment
Friend
Family
.......

Edge (Relationship & Interaction)

High Centrality

Frequency
1

What data will this table collect?

Meeting Basics

Bridge
Identification

Time/Duration

Location

Identification

Topics

Frequency

Location

Meeting Content

HomoPhily / Propinquity

Participants

Audio

Script

Minute

Meeting Devices
Close Connection
Loose Connection
Phone

Computer

Documents

Centrality

SNA in Group Level
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URBAN
INTERACTIONS
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URBAN
INTERACTIONS

A collective team dynamic
distribution over the entire
urban site could be mapped
via this meeting table

2

Deeper Social Network Analysis

Simplified edge model

Minute

Script

Interaction Spectrum (Intensity/attitude/emotion)

Topics

Audio
Individual Firms/
Groups of people
CR Land

Detailed SNA (Weight & Property)

Interaction Density

24
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In this project, the technology
involved is mainly focused on
processing voice. How to detect
and extract the meaning out of the
speech is crucial to understanding
the meeting and mediating. There
are three technologies used on the
meeting table: sound recording,
natural language processing, and
semantic analysis.
During the meeting, the data was first
gathered from the meeting starter,
who sets up a meeting through a
computer or a phone via the system
platform. This stage collects data like
the meeting agenda, location and
time, and estimated attendants.
Then, during the meeting, according

1

to the meeting type, the table could
help mediate the meeting based
on the pre-programmed protocol.
In this stage, the speech which
people give to each other during
the communication is recorded
through the central piece on the
table. Meanwhile, the sound data will
be translated into natural language
via natural language processing,
and extracted certain meaning via
semantic analysis. All this phase is
done automatically.
During and after the meeting,
the cloud will share the meeting
participants, who actually has the
clearance for the meeting materials,
the meeting minute and related

working folders which were created
during the meeting. This data is
controlled and shared among the
people who starts the meeting and
those who have the right to access it.
Finally, the meeting data of who,
where, when, meeting frequency,
meeting agenda and minute are
stored in the cloud for 28 days before
being deleted. In this time, the data
can be used to map out the overall
social structure and team dynamics
among specific companies as well as
the entire working space. This part
of analysis is creating extra value for
understanding the landscape of the
team work style and the potential
methods to improve the interaction
quality.

2

Technology involved in the process

Voice Recognition

Voice location Tracking

Near Field Communication

IC Card
Identity
Coil

Analyze the audio data
into a logic pattern that
matches an individual

Triangulate the location of
a speaker using the time
lag and intensity difference
between microphones

Enable simple and Instant
sync of the devices to the
meeting progress and
sharing files

Projector

Wireless Charging

LED Indicator

Analyze the audio data
into a logic pattern that
matches an individual

Triangulate the location of
a speaker using the time
lag and intensity difference
between microphones

Enable simple and Instant
sync of the devices to the
meeting progress and
sharing files

Natural Language Processing
Semantic Structuring

Social Network Analysis

Shut Down Switch

Triangulate the location of
a speaker using the time
lag and intensity difference
between microphones

Enable simple and Instant
sync of the devices to the
meeting progress and
sharing files

Activities involved in the meeting

Before Meeting

Book Meeting

During Meeting

Sentiment Analysis

Identify participants

Take note

After Meeting

SNA

Assign right to speaker

Sync devices

Display Visual material

Analyze the audio data
into a logic pattern that
matches an individual

Shut down

SCG SHENZHEN / S1 / MEDIABLE
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TECHNOLOGY
DESCRIPTION
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Mediable Exploded View

Cloud
Sentiment Analysis / SNA

4 Meeting Audio Data

2

Meeting Information
Meeting Type

Speaker Surface

#

Hard Switch

Microphone Surface

Translucent Acrylic

CR Land
Management

LED Array

Wood Table Surface

Microphone Array
Wireless Charging Coil

Projector
NFC Pad Coil Array

Local Station

Control Board/CPU/
Memory/Video Card

#

Hard Switch

Central Speaker

3 Meeting Starts

4 NLP / Semantic Structuring
Return Script

Hard Switch

Users
1

Personal Device

Set Up a meeting
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Mind Leap
by Angie Jo
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As simple as pen and paper

The city of Shenzhen is in a state
of mind leap—from its previous
stronghold in the “shanzhai” business
of manufacturing and replication, to
a new economy based on innovation
and creation. While the headlines of
this story are usually dominated by
names like Tencent or Huawei, this
transformation is not just occurring
in hi-tech. The spirit of innovation is
also unfolding in Huaqiangbei, where
homegrown makers are prototyping
and patenting new and original
hardware designs. It is flourishing in
Dafen Painting Village, where skilled
copy painters are now creating art of
their own.
The fuel that drives innovation =
ideas + collaborations.
Our client site—CR Land’s MixC World
in Nanshan Innovation District—is
a clear example of an eco-system
that has been intended to cultivate
innovators and cluster them together
in one place. The model that CR Land
is piloting in Nanshan is a mixeduse complex where workers can
“Live, Work, and Play” all in the same
giant playground. The idea is that
high-skilled talent will be attracted
to MixC World for the vibrant
lifestyle it offers, and be inspired to
innovate in this playful environment.
However, providing an abundance
of restaurants, bars, theatres, and
plazas is not enough to create an
innovation eco-system.

Problem: MixC World does not
provide good work environments for
collaborating on ideas together.
History and research show that
collaboration is a critical factor
of creation. But at our site, the
support system for creation through
collaboration is extremely weak.
One critical observation is that
there is currently no collaborative
editing platform (the equivalent of
Google Docs, Slides, or Sheets) that
is widely used in China—this makes
it extremely difficult to work on
the same project dynamically from
different locations. In interviews
with employees, people reported that
their main way of “collaborating”
together is by dropping documents
into WeChat groups, which must
be replaced by the correct updated
versions every time someone makes
an edit. Even at Tencent’s advanced
IOT department, employees resorted
to using a plain whiteboard to
explain a complex systems idea to
our group (and as is always the case
with whiteboards the world over, the
markers were missing and running
out of ink).
My proposal: Create a workspace
infrastructure for ideation and
collaboration = Mind Leap

This infrastructure would consist of a
network of connected, smart, virtual
whiteboards. They would be as easy
to use as putting pen to paper, or
drawing on a normal whiteboard on
the wall. They would provide MixC
World employees with large, white
canvases where they can freely
ideate: draw, sketch, diagram, flow
chart, map, or write anything that
comes to mind.
But unlike normal whiteboards (or
other existing products like tablets
or personal notebooks), Mind Leap
whiteboards would seamlessly record
every moment of a person’s ideation
process—from the first doodle to
the final draft, it would capture the
motion of every penstroke along the
way. With Mind Leap, employees can
document and share not just the final
output of their idea, but the evolution
of their entire thought process.
Most importantly, Mind Leap
whiteboards would allow people
to collaborate on the same virtual
canvas with colleagues, whether they
are working side by side or far apart.
Just as Google Docs revolutionized
the process of editing a document
within a group, Mind Leap would
encourage a new mode of thinking,
ideating, and working together.

Infrastructure for
ideation and collaboration

Captures the full
evolution of an idea

Enables creation
through collaboration

SCG SHENZHEN / S2 / MIND LEAP
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PROJECT
DESCRIPTION
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PERSONAL
INTERACTIONS

Hello, Angie.

Solo Ideation
You are working in the office one
afternoon when, suddenly, an interesting idea pops into your head. You
approach the nearest Whiteboard
and pick up a digital Pen. You touch
the Pen to the surface of the Whiteboard, and it greets you:

Hello, [your name].
The camera at the top of the Whiteboard uses standard face recognition software (as is widely used in
office spaces in Shenzhen today) to
automatically identify who is writing.
That way, you can just put the pen to
the surface and start ideating.

By default, you enter Solo Ideation
mode: a blank, white, empty “canvas”
where you can draw, diagram, or
write—completely freeform. You
can navigate around the canvas in
two simple ways: a pinching motion
with your fingers to do a scalar zoom
(all the way out to an infinitely large
white space, or close up into the tiny
details of your sketch), and a twofinger scroll to move the white space
linearly (up and down or side to side).
By default, all menu functions are
purposefully kept hidden from the
screen—it should look like a normal
whiteboard. This is so that it feels
like a seamless experience to go from
thinking about an idea to drawing it

out on the canvas—without having
to log in, open up an application, and
click through a series of buttons before being able to draw (the problem
with existing “smart” surfaces like the
Microsoft Surface Table is that it has
too many high-level functions, which
actually raises the barrier to usage).
When you touch the menu icon at the
bottom right corner with your pen, a
simple ribbon menu appears.

The menu offers a few basic color,
stroke-weight, and eraser options
for your pen, as well as a selection of
basic templates (decision tree, table,
network, shapes, or storyboard) for
more structured ideation.

for example, think about trying to
understand how a Rube Goldberg
machine works just by looking at a
static diagram, compared to watching someone draw out each step of
the machine from start to finish.

As you work on your idea, the Whiteboard records and digitizes every
stroke you make—not just the image
of the final mark, but the full motion
of making it. If you’re having a conversation while ideating, you can also
record audio and video. This way, it
can capture the entire evolution of
your thought process, rather than
just the final output. This is important because a lot of information can
be conveyed in your stroke history—

When you’re done working, you can
export your ideation session in its
entirety—as an animation of your
pen-strokes as you created them,
playback or fast-forward—or you
can select key snapshots to export as
stills (standard JPG, PDF, or Powerpoint files). You can also create a
“journey” through the landscape of
your canvas while narrating the story
in your voice (similar to Prezi or RSA
Animate’s educational videos).

The Content Management System
(CMS) of Mind Leap lets you transfer
your ideas, across time and space.
You can return to where you were
in your previous session, or search
through all your past content. The
Time Machine function can pull up
any historical state of your canvas, so
you can work from an earlier version
or view changes in chronological order. And because everything is saved
to your virtual drive in the cloud, you
can access your work from anywhere—from the Whiteboard at your
desk, to the one in your boss’s office,
to the one in the café. Just touch the
pen to the surface, and you can jump
right back into your thoughts.
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Collaboration

Side by Side

Mind Leap whiteboards provide new
modes of creative collaboration—
whether you’re working side by side,
or virtually while far apart.

When you and your colleague want
to collaborate on an idea—working
in person, side by side—you both
approach the Whiteboard, each
pick up a digital pen, and touch it
to the screen. The Whiteboard will
recognize two authors using face
recognition, and acknowledge your
name and the color of the pen you’re
each using at the top of the screen.
Just as in the Solo Ideation mode, the

When used for collaboration, the
Whiteboard keeps track of who created each pen stroke. This means
it not only captures ideas, but also
documents their authorship. Authorship is important because it can help
incentivize ideation. If employees
know that their names will be attached to the ideas they come up
with—and they are rewarded for
ideas that become successful for
the company—they may be more
motivated to innovate. Documenting authorship can also help promote
a meritocratic work environment,
where the right people are acknowledged for their contributions, no matter their place in the social hierarchy.
In addition, analysis of collaboration
data can help companies understand the process of how a successful idea comes about (which is often
mysterious). Because pen-stroke,
audio, and video footage of every
Whiteboard session is recorded and
time-stamped, a company can study
the evolution of successful ideas for
patterns. A company can also analyze
which employees or teams collaborate well together, which employees
generate the most or the strongest
ideas, or which employees could be
paired together to create synergy
between their different strengths.

Side by Side mode records all of your
pen strokes, as well as the audio and
video of the conversation that you
and your colleague have in front of
the Whiteboard while you’re collaborating. When your ideation session is
over, the canvas data will be saved to
both employees’ virtual drives, where
you and your colleague will have
shared permission to view and edit
the canvas.

Virtual
What about times when you want to
collaborate with someone who is not
physically next to you? Say that you
work in an office in Shenzhen, but
you have an idea you want to share
with your boss, who is currently at
the Beijing headquarters.
While working on your Whiteboard
canvas, you can use the Invite
function on the menu to share your
screen to any other Whiteboard
in the world. In Beijing, your boss
receives a WeChat ping on her phone,
inviting her to collaborate with you.
It gives her the locations of the nearest Whiteboards she can use, either
at the Beijing office, or another CR
Land property in the area which has
the same Whiteboard infrastructure
system.
Your boss touches the screen of her
Whiteboard with her Pen to sign
in, and it immediately pulls up the

current canvas you are working on in
Shenzhen. Both you and your boss
can write and draw freely on your
respective screens, and the other
person’s strokes will instantly appear
on the canvas—exactly as if you are
working together in person, side-byside.
At the bottom right corner of the
screen, there is a small video call
window that shows you the other
person’s face, so you can have a video
and audio conference while working
on the canvas. When both people are
writing on the board, the screens will
use electromagnetic signals to sense
the location of where each of your
pens are located on the surface of
the screen. It will then highlight your
location using a small colored cursor,
which moves around with the point
of your pen, so that you can avoid
writing over the other person.

Shenzhen

Beijing
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Mind Leap lays down infrastructure
for ideation and collaboration that
extends beyond “traditional” office
spaces. It is important to realize that
many important collaborations take
place outside the office—friends who
work on different floors catch up over
coffee in Pacific Café on the second
floor; executives pursue important
business deals and negotiations in
the VIP rooms of restaurants. This integrative dynamic is the selling point
of MixC World’s “Live-Work-Play”
model. But as it currently stands,
even if there are interesting ideas
that emerge from these informal

MixC World,
Shenzhen
conversations, there is no infrastructure in place to capture them. This is
why Whiteboards will be placed not
just in the usual work contexts (desks,
offices, conference rooms) but also in
more informal, semi-public locations
where collaborations happen over
coffee, dinner, or drinks. The more
public the context, the more secure
the privacy settings will be in order to
protect IP—any local data will be immediately deleted from the hardware
after the user ends their session, and
face recognition cameras will shut
down the screen if an unauthorized
viewer approaches within eyeshot.

At this urban scale, Mind Leap
infrastructure allows employees to
transfer their ideas across different
work space typologies, as well as
collaborate with employees in other
locations and companies throughout
MixC World. At a larger scale, CR Land
currently has 10 major projects under
development in Shenzhen, and operates in 54 cities in China, including
10 other MixC World sites (Hangzhou,
Shenyang, Chengdu, Nanning, Zhengzhou, Chongqing, Wuxi, Qingdao,
Ganzhou, and Hefei)—these cities
could all be connected through Mind
Leap in the future.

CR Land in
Shenzhen

One Whiteboard located next to a group of 4-5
desks can provide a shared ideation space for a
small team. Employees can ideate solo, or work
on the board side by side during a team meeting.

Every executive office has its own private Whiteboard. Execs can virtually collaborate with colleagues in other offices (e.g. Beijing Headquarters),
or see canvases shared by employees.

Whiteboards in conference rooms facilitate all
important ideation sessions, group presentations,
and virtual collaborations with meeting participants who are not physically in the room.

CR Land in
China

The office kitchen is a place where employees can
casually talk about what they’re working on or
thinking about. A Whiteboard is located near the
coffee maker for easy access during conversation.

The secluded 2nd floor of a Pacific Café inside
an office building provides a semi-public collaboration space where employees from different
companies can rub shoulders and exchange ideas.

MixC World restaurants with private VIP rooms
will feature Whiteboards that can be used to pitch
projects to business partners, explain a concept, or
share progress updates on current projects.
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CR Land’s great strength is in its vast
network of industrial connections.
As the real estate subsidiary of China
Resources Group—one of China’s
largest state-owned conglomerates,
operating in seven major sectors
including consumer retail, power,
real estate, cement, gas, medicine,
and finance; encompassing over 2,300
business entities and employing over
400,000 people—CR Land has the
unique ability to broker relationships
between firms that may mutually
benefit from working together. This
is the business model underlying CR
Land’s new start-up incubator called
Run Accelerator in Shenzhen: they
not only provide physical space for
innovative start-ups to work in, but
they also leverage their network to introduce promising young businesses
to larger, more established companies that might be interested in joint
ventures or acquisitions.
These industrial connections can
be grounded in physical space; for
example, one of CR Land’s reported
goals is to better understand which
combinations of companies would
want to lease adjacent office units
in order to maximize the synergy
that comes from spatial proximity
(rather than unit locations that are
assigned randomly, by auction, or on
a first-come, first-serve basis within
the building). However, this way of
increasing synergy is limited, due
to misalignments between spatial
proximity and other dimensions
of proximity (such as input-output
linkages, sector complementarity,
or cross-disciplinary talent) that are
also important for inter-company
collaborations.

With Mind Leap infrastructure,
companies have the potential to transcend the network of companies and
colleagues they are physically close
to within their office building—new
industrial connections can also happen in virtual space. This greatly expands the combination space of collaborations (while being cheaper to
implement than physical connection
spaces). When a company decides to
rent office space from CR Land, it not
only gains Whiteboards for their own
usage, it also gains access to the “CR
Land Network” of top companies all
over China with which to communicate, and possibly collaborate. Mind
Leap can serve as a fluid, connecting
bridge across different players and
industries, facilitating Shenzhen’s
shift towards becoming a creative
economy.
From CR Land’s perspective, offering
Mind Leap as part of their workspace
eco-system—such as their existing
Office Easy program, which focuses
on lifestyle services for MixC World
workers and residents—would be a
way for CR Land to 1) differentiate
themselves from other competing
office developers that do not provide
such network effect benefits, and 2)
collect and analyze meta-data about
the companies that rent from them,
in order to optimize tenant recruitment and location. Even without having access to the content data that
employees of different companies
create on their Whiteboards (which
would become the IP of the companies), CR Land could analyze the
frequency and agents of interactions
that take place between different
companies, and then feed this data

back into their model of which types
of corporate tenants to recruit, and
where to locate them. This data layer
would provide them with a much
higher-resolution picture of what the
“corporate conversation” looks like in
cities all over China.
In addition, Mind Leap would add
value to CR Land’s commercial business by offering companies a new
kind of “creative space,” which still
complements their cultural preferences. According to CR Land, most
Chinese companies still prefer traditional, cubicle-based office layouts
over “creative” layouts (such as open
offices, incubators, and co-working
environments)—MixC World buildings have an 8:1 ratio of traditional
units to “creative” units, due to tenant demand. Mind Leap responds to
the culture of work on the ground by
giving employees more options to
collaborate together—side by side
or in virtual space—but only when
they want to, after they have spent
as much time as they like developing their idea on their own. Because
Mind Leap serves as infrastructure
for both solo ideation and collaboration, employees are not forced to constantly be “co-working” in the same
space—unlike in physical “creative”
spaces, which are more expensive to
build and less flexible for employees
to use than virtual creative spaces
like Mind Leap. At the same time, it
encourages a new form of thinking
and working together to emerge, laying the groundwork for the next big
mind leap to happen in Shenzhen.

Company in
CR Land
Network
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HARDWARE
Whiteboard

Stylus

The Whiteboard itself is a large
graphic tablet which captures
input from a user’s motions—handdrawing, writing, diagramming on the
surface—and digitizes the data. The
Whiteboard will also incorporate an
LCD screen so that the feedback loop
of drawing the image and seeing the
image happens on the same surface.
In order to capture and display fine,
detailed pen-strokes, Whiteboard
will use high input resolution and
pressure sensitivity. Depending on
the signal from the digital stylus—
pressure, tilt, rotation, speed—the
surface will dynamically display the
resulting pen-stroke—from heavy,
bolded stroke weights for emphasis,
to lighter weights for feathering,
cross-hatching, and shading. In order
to achieve zero latency between the
ink and the tip of the pen—creating
a seamless, “real” feeling of writing
on a normal surface—the CPU and
memory of the Whiteboard must also
be overclocked (set to run at speeds
higher than their official speed
grade), and the LCD screen must have
a very high refresh-rate.

Many of today’s top graphic tablets
use “passive” electromagnetic
induction technology: Wires inside
both the tablet and the stylus both
transmit and receive electromagnetic
signals, which allow the tablet to
track the location of the stylus even
when the stylus is not touching the
surface—this is useful for tracking
the equivalent of a user’s “cursor”
when users are virtually collaborating
on the same Whiteboard surface
from different locations.

In China, Japan, and South Korea,
graphic tablets (“pen tablets”) are
already popular as ways of entering
script into the computer in a more
intuitive way than typing characters
on the keyboard. This is because
East Asian languages utilize more
characters and stroke combinations
than alphabetic scripts, which
means keyboard menus are often
insufficient and slower than
handwriting.

SOFTWARE
Stroke Memory
Existing graphic tablets already track
every stroke a user makes in order
to provide an Undo feature. Unique
strokes are distinguished based
on when the stylus is lifted off the
screen. A potential problem is in
having a processor fast enough to log
all the thousands of strokes that may
go into an ideation session, and keep
some of the recent strokes in recent
working memory in case the user
wants to go back to the beginning of
their session. In addition to storing
the strokes for the user’s ideation
experience, they must also be stored
for the long-term in the form of an
animation, such that any previous
ideation session can be pulled up and
viewed—from the first stroke to the
finishing touch.

Shape & Text Recognition
Word processors and graphic

software (such as Adobe Suite) are
able to recognize prototypical shapes
of drawn objects and offer an option
to “correct” them if desired. This will
be used to provide diagrammatic
templates.
Current handwriting recognition
technology involves an Intelligent
Character or Word Recognition (ICR,
IWR) neural networks that selflearn how to classify handwritten
strings into characters and words.
Recent deep learning methods for
text recognition have made many
advances, such as recognizing
handwritten Chinese. This will be key
for storing and searching through the
millions of ideation sessions that the
Whiteboard system will create. By
converting handwriting to searchable
text, users can use a normal search
engine to locate, analyze, and classify
all the data produced.
DATA
All ideation data created by
employees on Whiteboards at MixC
World companies will become the
proprietary data of the company.
This is a strong incentive for
companies to choose CR Land’s
commercial office spaces: it gives
them the ability to absorb much more
raw output of ideas, by controlling
and analyzing all IP produced on
Whiteboard hardware. Companies
can analyze their data to scan for
“hidden gems,” understand the
evolution of a successful idea, and
reward valuable idea-generators by
tracking authorship.
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enabled by

Propinquity and human interaction
are fundamental drivers for
collaboration, whether this is formal
or informal. As a response, work
spaces have evolved to encourage
casual meetings, hoping to ignite
collaboration between coworkers.
Even with the advance of virtual
communications, it’s been proven
that in-person encounters are crucial
in developing collaborations. As a
response, workplaces have started to
move beyond the traditional cubicle which transformed corporate culture
and ways of working - to more
flexible arrangements and layouts
that accommodate distinct forms
of working, hoping to encourage
interaction.
However, even with significant
modifications to the physical
containers for work, and with
the hyper connectivity that social
networks have created, interaction
and potential collaboration is still
highly dependent on intangible
assets such as degrees of openness,
the levels of association and
other cultural norms that have
act as enablers and barriers for
interaction and ultimately, potential
collaborations.
In multicultural environments,
interaction is also limited by the
possibilities of finding common
ground with coworkers with whom
your common ground is limited,
particularly in traditional industries
where division of labor and
hierarchical structures are the norm.
Whereas interaction tends to thrive
in places where working cultures

are open, less hierarchical and
horizontal, the vast majority of work
environments are still structured
around traditional forms of working.
On the other hand, the move
towards creatively mixing different
uses in new urban developments
has increased the possibilities for
interacting with people outside
of your discipline or industry. Real

Increasing the likelihood of
both targeted and serendipitous
encounters in the workplace or in a

ping! is a system for
synchronized serendipity that
enhances interaction and the
likelihood of collaboration
estate development has adopted this
as a strategy to create places to livework-play.
This rising trend is also an enabler
for cross-sector interaction and
posterior collaboration as different
sectors are now interchangeably
setting up their operations under the
same roof. However sharing spaces
does not automatically translate into
increased interactions with potential
collaborators. Whether you are a
student in a complex environment
such as MIT, an entrepreneur at a
coworking space in Shenzhen, or an
employee of a large fin tech company
in CR Land, you are not fully aware
of the possibilities for collaboration
that exist around you.

Propinquity

CR Land is a fertile testing ground
for this technology as they advance
towards creating innovation
ecosystems where entrepreneurs, Fin
tech companies, and professionals
find alternatives to live, work and
play.

Collaboration

built on

Barriers
Disciplinary boundaries
Personality traits
Corporate culture
Lack of trust
Mismatch in incentives

Knowledge

Tacit
Hard to codify
Personal
Builds empathy
Solidarity

Traditional

Flexible

Coworking

2

3

Explicit
Education goals
HR standards
Performance metrics

1

The process of collaboration - Source: Author.

specific place or geography is the first
step towards building collaboration.
To address this, ping! Is designed as a
system for synchronized serendipity.
By analyzing data to create dynamic
match making between users, ping
enhances the interactive processes
that might be conducive to greater
collaboration and the strengthening
of social networks.
The intelligence that triggers
the match-making is highly
customizable and it can be modified
to specific industry standards.
Objectives for match-making can
vary from fostering interaction
within companies according to
pre-established goals, to dynamic

matches based on interests, hobbies,
or more transactional arrangements
where specific needs are matched
with people/organizations offering
solutions.
Ping! encodes this intelligent
propinquity system in a device
which can take multiple forms. The
objective behind having a device
that signals users about matches
and potential for collaboration
based on propinquity is twofold: on
one hand, it introduces the idea of
tactility and proximity as drivers for
interaction and future collaboration.
On the other hand, it facilitates

data collection about the frequency
of encounters, and their spatial
patterns.
By connecting talented individuals
from distinct backgrounds, ping!
Enhances encounters between
interdisciplinary stakeholders, to
tackle challenges from diverse
perspectives, a crucial element in
disruptive innovation. Once they are
matched by the system, the system
collects data on the frequency of
their meet ups, the places in which
they occur and the outcomes of their
encounters.
As adoption increases, the system

learns about the patterns of
collaboration and improves it’s match
making algorithm.
The spatial component of
interactions and collaboration is
a fundamental part of the system.
In closed environments, the use of
geofencing features will allow to
activate and deactivate the device
that triggers the matches, which
in turn can have multiple user
profiles that can quickly shift from
professional mode and social mode.
This also allows for the system to
be active in specific locations and
geographies.
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MixC World in Shezhen - Photo by Juan Constain.

PERSONAL
INTERACTIONS
As a system that is enabled by
propinquity, ping! fosters interaction
in workspaces and public spaces by
matching users according to their
inputs and/or goals and identifying
the enablers for interaction.
To augment the interactive
process, ping! relies on a device
which indicates that matches have
been made and that users are in
proximity of potential collaborators,
encouraging them to meet and
interact.
The device, which can take multiple

forms and can be embedded into
existing day-to-day objects, is
connected to the ping! data system
by tethering with mobile devices. By
embedding the system in a device,
users add a tactile feature to the
match making process. Given the
proliferation of notifications in
mobile devices, having a separate
notification system that is more
tactile, personalized and that blends
in with objects that are used on a
daily basis is a design feature that
seeks to encourage interaction.
ping! also allows for users to define
multiple profiles and modes, allowing
them to shift from professional and
social mode and choosing one of
three main profiles: Entrepreneurs,
Employee and Social.
For entrepreneurs, ping! prioritizes

match-making based on interests
alignment and personalized inputs
including, skills that users are looking
for or are offering. In the case of
employees, team leaders and office
managers have the opportunity
to preset some parameters,
according to the company goals of
increasing interaction and potential
collaboration between coworkers.
However, users have the prerogative
on the inputs that are the base for
the match-making.
For social purposes, ping! acts as
platform that allows to ‘break the
ice’, which is increasingly difficult
in diverse places with cross-cultural
differences. The following scheme
provides an overview of the
interactive match making process.

ping! Match between two users. Photo by Juan
Cristobal Constain.

The ping! Personal device connects to users’ smart phones and uses
their sensors (tracking (GPS), timestamps, Bluetooth) to collect data
about users’ interactions.
The device can be embedded into wearables and everyday
office objects such as door fobs, keychains. Due to its flexible
configuration, it can also be an accessory such as necklaces, pins,
cuff links, amongst other.
A simple LED display and a magnetic vibration motor notifies users
of a match. This can be triggered by proximity or the parameters set
by users while signing up. The tactile feature of blinks and nudges
allows users to identify other ping! members.
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USE CASE

After receiving and invitation to join ping!, Kun
signs up looking to find people with his similar
interests that might be willing to join a new
project he’s working on.

He allows ping! to analyze data from his social
media and professional networks. Kun enters
the app as “Entrepreneur” and is looking both
for potential collaborators and for brokers.

Wondering through the coworking space in CR
Land, Kun gets a notification to his personal
ping! device, which is a wearable on his wrist. He
is close to someone he might be interested in!

Kun matches with Anna. She’s been in Shenzhen
for two years and according to the ping! they
have 6 friends in common and both have worked
in similar industries.

Kun and Anna start a conversation on a new
idea that could become a collaboration. ping!
continues to gather data about their interactions.

Users create a profile
and can select multiple
modes: Employee,
Entrepreneur or Social
mode. These modes
can be turned on/off as
needed.

In order to have data
about users’ skills,
projects they are working
on, they can opt in to
linking with other social
networks they belong to.

The system then
collects information
through personalized
questionnaires. This is
designed to capture data
that is not traditionally
available through social
networks.

Users define the
parameters for
match-making. They
enable themselves
as “discoverable”
or “available for
brokerage”. An
additional category of
“Job Search Mode” is
also enabled.

In this case, ping! performs social network analysis to indicate
the degrees of closeness between users and, leveraging data
from their professional profiles, finds common ground between
the two users.
Given that the outcome of this interaction is a formal collaboration, ping! will continue to gather data about the frequency,
location and time of their interactions

Storyboard. Created using StoryboardThat.
Source: Author.

Users connect the system
to their ping! device.

Users enable geofencing
features, to limit the
data tracking and
match-making to specific
locations.

Users are able to use
other ping! users in their
surroundings.

Notification panel. Users
will receive notifications
of matches made, after
these are pushed to the
ping! device.

ping! wireframe. Created using balsamiq.
Source: Author.
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Kun is an entrepreneur that just moved to
Shenzhen. He works at a newly opened coworking space in CR Land. He’s new to the city and
doesn’t know any of his fellow co-workers.
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Coworking

Commercial

Office

Synchronized serendipity.
Users find common ground that leads to
interaction
Skills-match
Users input skills they need for a collaboration.
Job Search
HR departments can include parameters
for open positions. System indicates
places with most potential candidates
Social Mode
Increased social interactions by matches
made through ping!
Brokerage
Users leverage their Social Network and
are able to introduce and be introduced
to others.

Stronger networks in workplaces and in mixed-used developments increase the likelihood of collaboration and interactions between users from different backgrounds. By connecting users based not only on codified knowledge variables, the
system reinforces the tacit knowledge that is fundamental
for creating vibrant communities.

ping! is able to create geographic
boundaries that allow for distinct
applications of the system in places
that combine multiple uses such as
CR Land.
Using geofencing, the system could
operate within a specific boundary,
or it could automatically switch
between modes when entering different places. This also allows for users
(and companies) to determine which
modes they want to activate, and
when. By geofencing the use of the
system, an increased level of privacy
is added. Users can also protect their
data and limit the tracking to specific
geographies.

As user adoption increases, data
about the spatial patterns of interaction between potential collaborators
becomes a valuable resource for tenants, developers, entrepreneurs and
in general, any type of user within a
specific site.
This data, in turn, could inform the
redesign of office spaces, highlight
unexpected places that have a higher
intensity of interactions, and suggest
places that have been proven to be
conducive to more interaction and
potential collaboration.
By suggesting places that users
might want to frequent according to
parameters that users have determined, ping! Activates spaces and

Image: CR Land Site in Shenzhen. Source: CR
Land. Image overlay by author.

becomes a tool for attracting potential customers, users with the same
interests or it can also be used as a
way of monetizing the platform by
doing targeted suggestions to users.
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Data about the spatial patterns of interaction between ping!
users is a valuable insight for stakeholders such as CR Land.
This can inform the redesign of public and private spaces, and
highlight areas for potential programing.

CR Land site at MixC world is a fertile testing ground for
ping! given that the system is able to leverage the mixed use
nature of the development to encourage interaction between
diverse groups of people. In addition, the system could be
embedded into existing offers such as OfficeEasy, a platform
designed to facilitate services to tenants at CR Land.
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Connecting to personal device
ping! is connected to a personal
device or gizmo that acts as the enabler for match-making. This device,
which can be embedded into existing
objects, has an LED display, Bluetooth
4.0 connectivity and a magnetic vibration motor.
Matchmaking
Once the system performs a match,
users are notified when in proximity
to a person which ping! Has identified
with potential for interaction. The
device pushes a notification which
requires users to snooze, serving as
an actuator.
Feedback loops & learning
Once the system suggests interactions, users confirm that this interaction has indeed happened and the
system begins to collect data on the
outcomes of this interaction.
Upon confirmation, the system
geotags the interaction and starts
mapping out the places where users are more prone to interact and
collaborate. This data is then used
to suggest users looking for specific
types of interactions to move to areas
with higher potential for interaction.
When the system is used by employers to encourage interaction between
coworkers, the system analyzes data
from personal interactions to suggest
system managers different office
redesign options to encourage more
engagement between employees.
This responsive design feature is

At its core, ping! uses data to create
dynamic matches that increase the
likelihood of interaction, serendipitous encounters and potential
collaboration.

questionnaires focus on capturing
the intangible and tacit knowledge
that users have and inquiries on their
personal and professional objectives
that drive their usage of ping!.

Sources of data vary, but at the minimum, users are required to respond
to an initial questionnaire that captures data that is traditionally not
present in their existing social media
and professional networks. These

The system then analyzes the data,
performs social network analysis
and creates a profile of the users’
interests, skill set, the projects they
are working on.

Users are able to limit their interactions and their use of the system
to specific places or geographies
using geofencing. This enables for
automatic switches between social
and professional modes as users
leave the workplace, move through
public space or enter a mixed-use
development such as MixC world in
Shenzhen.

also useful for potential system
managers such as MixC World. As
tenants of MixC, users generate data
about the spatial patters of interpersonal interaction in the development.
System managers can use this data
to redesign, program and leverage
under utilized areas to encourage
more interaction.
After a match is made and users
confirm the interaction, ping! uses AI
to inquiry about the outcomes of the
interaction itself. Users will receive
questions such as:
•
•
•
•

How would you describe your
interaction?
Would you recommend collaborating ?
What enabled your interaction?
Are you planning to meet/interact/collaborate again?

This generates qualitative data that
is used to enhance the match-making
algorithm. The purpose of these
questions is also to understand how
users leverage their existing social
networks to connect others (brokerage), how they are able to connect
with others based on their skills.
The system also collects data about
the frequency of interactions after
users confirm that a match has jump
started a collaboration and creates
timestamps of these interactions
using the ping! Device. This generates
a rich data ecosystem about interaction in workplaces and in other locations such as MixC world.

Privacy and data ownership
Users have control over what data
is shared through the system and
can enable/disable their profile as
needed. Collected data and spatial
patterns of interactions is not personal, but aggregate.
System managers must inform users
about the terms and conditions of
using ping! Following logics of social
physics, the opt-in process is fundamental for the success of the match
making algorithm. Users must be intentional about joining the platform
and must understand which data is
being used and for which purposes.
Data about the spatial patterns of
interaction and the qualitative data
that is collected through AI bots
creates value that can be leveraged
by system managers to improve their
offers and/or to improve the design
of workplaces. This data cannot be
sold, transferred nor access can be
given to third parties to integrations
or APIs.
Given that increased interactions can
me misinterpreted as signs of increasing collaboration, data from ping!.
Cannot be used to inform employee
assessment nor it can be used to
justify management decisions. The
system is an enabler, provides a smart
match making algorithm that increases the likelihood of interaction and
collaboration but is not an employee
assessment tool by any means.
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Imagine a time that you were able
to work for two or three hours
straight, without any interruptions.
You were able to complete your task
in its entirety, from start to finish,
without any distractions. You were
not tempted to check your phone,
respond to emails, or browse the
internet. You were disconnected from
everything around you and seemingly
at one with the task at hand and your
computer, as your fingers typed away.
Have you since tried to recreate that
scenario, by returning to that same
café or library desk? Image if you
could enter that state of deep focus
whenever you needed to.
MonoSpace, a fully-immersive
space, facilitates a state of deeply
concentrated work that is calibrated
to meet the environmental needs of
each individual user.

Future of Work
As the global economy continues
to undergo a technology-driven
transformation, increasingly
referred to as the Fourth Industrial
Revolution, digital communications
technology, cloud computing, and
artificial intelligence will have an
immense impact on what it means to
work and run a business.
MonoSpace is primarily geared
towards enhancing the workflows
of employees working in Financial
Technology (FinTech) and start-ups –
two industries in which MixC World,
the surrounding High-Tech Park, and
the greater Shenzhen area are further
gearing themselves to support.

Modern Work Flow

MonoSpace

In the case of FinTech, which relies
heavily upon blockchain technology,
it will be crucial that employees are
able to understand complex code
in complex systems in order to be
successful in the industry. A company
specializing in tech will need
employees who are able to do so.

Where MonoSpace comes in is
allowing individuals geared towards
working in the future economy an
industry. In this case of a change
in particular comes into play
MonoSpace is both physical and
digital manifestation of what an
individual worker employee needs
in order to produce the type of work
that will be required by the startup
and FinTech industries.

Start-ups rely heavily on designthinking models in order to create
new products and services and to
spur innovation. Such an approach
to work will require individual
employees and companies to invent
original products and develop new
ideas.
In order for individuals and
companies to thrive in start-ups or
FinTech it will be pertinent that the
employees are able to focus deeply

Challenges
Nearly as daunting as impending
automatization are the challenges
posed by the nature of the modern
office and the distracting milieu it
fosters. In the last 20 years This is

Air Quality

Monospace allows an individual
to step away walk away from the
OpenOffice distractions and walk
away from the digital distractions
that are taking over and they’re
present at their individual desk.

The future of work will
require deep focus.
on complex problems, creating new
innovative ideas, and that they are
able to manipulate and manage
complex computational analyses.

Display

Flexible Tools

Privacy

Sound

Dimensions

MonoSpace
Multi to Mono Made for You

Colors
Lighting
Glass Screen
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Chatter
Chatter

Ping
Ping

In line with the development of
open offices, the ever-present
and ubiquitous presence of
communication applications poses
another challenge. Every time that
someone receives a message on
Facebook or on QQ or on WhatsApp
or on WeChat and sends a response
they lose a bit of their focus and
concentration. Digital distractions
are taking away from the overall
productivity of workers.
The human brain is only capable
of focusing deeply for 3 to 4 hours
per day. Being in a state of mental
limbo and switching between
tasks-- whether they are talking
to individuals in an open office or
switching between 2 to 3 browsing
applications or messaging apps
on the computer-- prevents an
individual from maintaining a
high level of focus. Every time an
individual finally gets into that
state of workflow and they switch
to another task they’re taking
away from the momentum and
concentration they had.
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Chatter
Chatter

Buzz
Buzz

MonoSpace does not insinuate that
offices need to return to the cubicle
model and abandon the open office
plan all together. Rather MonoSpace
strives to have the best of both
worlds.

industrial park areas and Shenzhen’s
plans to have offices that foster
openness and collaboration this
is great for certain individuals but
for other individuals it poses a real
problem.

Looking to the current development
trends of offices near high tech

Research

Ideation

Development

Revision

Startup
Decomposition

Pattern
Recognition

Algorithm
Design

Abstraction

FinTech
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Registration

An individual employee’s
interactions with MonoSpace
take place across three levels: the
personalized account, the activity
within MonoSpace itself, and the
productivity feedback loops. The first
step to using MonoSpace requires
that an individual establishes a
MyMonoSpace account either on
the computer or on their cellphone
by downloading the MyMonoSpace
application. The individual enters
in basic information such as name,
birth-date, email address, office
location, and registers with the
company that they are working for.
Additionally, they quickly register
their face with the MonoSpace
technology to enable facial
recognition.
Once their account is registered, they
must complete a 20 minute survey to
determine a basic understanding of
the environmental settings in which
the individual works best. Afterwards
they must complete a 15 minute
survey that gauges what type of work
the individual most commonly does,
what typical challenges they face,
and what their overall productivity
levels seem to be. Finally, there will
be a quick orientation video that
explains how MonoSpace works and
what they need to do from inside.
Once the registration and initial
survey is completed the individual
may select a time slot with a specific
MonoSpace device somewhere across
the MixC world site. The timeslots
range from 30 minutes to 1.5 hours.
The can sign up for a MonoSpace up
to two days in advance. In preparing

to enter MonoSpace, just by leaving
their desk the individual already
begins the deep work process, as
there are symbolic benefits of leaving
one space to go to another.
Upon arriving to the MonoSpace
the individual has reserved a time
with, the individual steps in front of
the face-recognition scanner on the
panel next to the door, their face is
read and they will then be prompted
to put their personal electronic
devices they may have brought
with them into the “distraction” bin,
located below the face reader, as the
session will not begin otherwise.
Since the user had pre-registered
using it, the MonoSpace device will
have already set the temperature to
the settings which best fit the user.
Once inside, the MonoSpace begins
with a 10 minute mental “cleanse”
session, which has the individual
briefly engage in a guided meditation
to make sure they are able to
mentally engage with a clean slate.
The cleanse session is standard for
most users, utilizing the extensive
research that already exists in guided
meditations.
Following the mental cleanse session,
the individual will be able to get
to work. The MonoSpace interface
will show them colors and imagery
generated from the users initial
survey along with the sounds. The
individual will be able to write on the
walls, compute while sitting down
using the multi-purpose keyboard,
read if need be, or dictate their ideas.
Since the key objective of MonoSpace

is to allow the individual to achieve
a state of deep work the ability for
the individual to adjust the settings
once the session has been initiated
and from within the device have been
designed to be very simplistic.
Inside there is a panel that allows
them to choose their objects and
modes: Chair/Wall/Dictation. The
other option is to choose from music/
to ambient noise/to silent.

MonoSpace

Face Registry

Visual & Audio

Productivity
& Self
Assessment

Username
Email
PIN

Survey
Environmental

If at any point the individual needs
to leave they can open the door,
although once they do the session
will be disabled and they will not be
able to re-initiate the session until
the next time.
When nearing the end of the session,
MonoSpace will state that it is ending
and show the user a summary of
what they computed and they can
prepare to exit. There work will be
formatted by MonoSpace into a text
document that is sent to their email
address.

Name
Age
Location
Company

Reservation
Book

User Preferences
Calculated by
MonoSpace
Aggregate
Data & Design
Research
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Aggregate Data

Individual
Designers

Data

Hardware

User Flow

Facial Recognition

Technology Bin, User Cannot Get In Without it
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Once the user logs on utilizing facial
recognition software
MonoSpace sets its settings to the
individuals survey or past time
using it.

Companies
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URBAN
INTERACTIONS

MonoSpace is designed to interact
with Shenzhen’s urban environment
on three levels: immediate (the office
in which it is installed), surrounding
offices and companies, and on
an aggregate data level with the
companies of High-Tech Park.
On the immediate level, MonoSpace
once activated with a user inside, acts
as an art installation. The LED-glasswalls allow for it to easily be lit up or
displaying an image. Those walking
past the MonoSpace will immediately
benefit from its display as it doubles
as an art installation. Such artwork
might enhance mood and creativity
of other employees, and potentially
encourage its overall use.

CR Land
Buildings
Nanshan
FinTech
Building

They will be encouraged to walk
to or access different areas of
the site, areas that they may not
otherwise have visited. Although not
the primary focus of MonoSpace,
encouraging professionals to venture
to different areas throughout
MixC world might contribute to a
networking externality.
Additionally, MonoSpace interacts
with MixC World, the rest of HighTech Park, and the greater Shenzhen
area by the way in which its feedback
loops allow individual companies to
see their own productivity levels.

SENSE AND SUSTAINABILITY

A Single
Company

MixC World
Companies

High Tech
Park
Companies

Data Aggregated and Shared Can Inform the Industry
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RGB LED

Scanner to check if you
have your phone

MonoSpace curates a collection of
low-cost technologies and materials
in order to allow the user to access
a mental state that is best suited for
doing deep work, while tailoring the
experience via feedback loops to best
fit the needs of the user whatever
the ideation and design thinking task
might be.
The majority of the technology
will be embedded in the white
recycled plastic, soundproof walls.
The flexible, tempered glass walls
and the lap / tablet utilize organic,

extremely thin sensing material
which will enable the desk to serve as
a keyboard, sketch pad, and a place to
write out mathematical formulas. If
the individual does not want to type
or draw they will be able to dictate,
being able to see what they wrote on
the screen.

Projector
Projector

LED
Touch Screen
Log In

100% Recylced Plastic
Voice Recorder

Facial Recognition
Computer
Techbin
Scanner to check if you
have your phone

Sound Proof

Temperature,
Oxygen

Electronic
Glass

Liquid MIDI

Flooring Comfortable, Senses
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Dining-Working Culture
The dining table hosts social activity
in the contemporary urban life in
China. On the one hand, it is a typical
social event where individuals gather
with friends or meet acquaintances.
On the other hand, the dining table
is where professionals expand
their connections and make deals
with business partners. On those
occasions, dining is associated
closely with working. While
technological shifts may easily
disassociate work with traditional
workspaces by modifying working
modes, the relationship between
work and dining space remains
mostly unchanged due to the unique
dining culture in China.
Given that MixC World has an
enormous concentration of young
professionals who are likely to be
interested in reaching out to others
in the same or related industries,
dining-working meet-up is potentially
a new work mode that CR Land
(the management company and
developer of MixC World) may
advocate on the site, incorporating it
as a critical component of working at
MixC World.
However, dining together is currently
an under-exploited opportunity for
social and business interactions.
Although MixC World has provided
a great diversity of dining options in
proximity to the young professionals,
the dining experience remains as
time-consuming and inconvenient.
For people who are interested in
dining outside of the office (as

opposed to ordering food delivery
in office), the process of dining
may be understood through

working demands some smoothly
organized ordering and dining
processes.

A smart self-driving system
that promotes diningworking opportunities in fastpaced work environment
several steps – 1) finding people
to dine together, 2) checking with
everyone for food preferences and
finalizing the food choice (usually
one or two restaurants) 3) queuing
for seats or picking up food (and
finding available public spaces for
eating), and 4) dining and chatting
together. While the first two steps
require some efforts in organizing
a lunch meet-up, the last two steps
are time-consuming in general. As
a result, a dining-working occasion
is frequently linked with some
opportunity costs. People usually
have to choose between deciding and
looking for desired food that suits
everyone or going for some quick
bites to save time for work-related
discussion. While dining outside of
the office could be a food-hunting
adventure that one may want to
experience with friends or some
familiar colleagues, it is difficult
to be an interaction opportunity
that professionals may exchange
information and ideas with others. To
create more opportunities for dining-

Then, is it possible to incentivize
dining-working opportunities
through a better-streamlined dining
process that is tailored for the spatial
setting of MixC World?

Strategy
The proposal aims to reinvent
an optimized dining experience
through an innovative food delivery
system. The system consists of two
components – a digital platform
and a fleet of autonomous food
delivery carts. The digital platform
aims to streamline the process of
choosing dining mates and the
process of deciding food choices.
The autonomous food delivery carts
help to decide dining locations and
provide pre-emptive food delivery
services.
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Start

Choose to eat alone

Digital Platform
The primary function of the digital
platform (smartphone-based and
PC-based) is to take advantage of
users’ existing social networks. The
platform may incorporate data
from other popular social networks
in China, such as WeChat, QQ, and
Weibo. With the Food Mate app, users
could invite friends and colleagues
to dine together. Each user is
encouraged to invite their friends and
colleagues. It is allowed to add a new
dining mate who is not a common
friend with everyone else. Due to
the high-density concentration
of companies in both finance and
technology industries at MixC
World, the platform hypothesizes
that the young professionals from

these two industries are interested
in networking with friends and
colleagues. In that sense, Food Mate’s
digital platform may become one of
the social tools that promote meetups between “strangers” through
users’ existing networks.
Second, the digital platform aims
to understand food preferences by
collecting data via several means.
First, the digital platform may seek to
use the data from the existing food
delivery apps; establishing business
partnerships with the existing food
delivery apps is crucial. Second,
the platform could accumulate
the data and understand the
preferences iteratively. In the early
stage, the platform documents food
preferences by asking the users to

fill in a simple questionnaire as soon
as they have signed up; the platform
could generate a recommended food
list for the users to review. Later,
through documenting the actual food
choices, the platform may learn to
refine the recommendations on food
choices. Through multiple rounds of
iterative processes, the platform may
make an increasingly precise “guess”
on food preferences.
With precise guesses, the food carts
could place pre-emptive orders and
carry them to the designated dining
areas. At the same time, the digital
platform recommends the preemptive orders to customers. Ideally,
this feature may significantly reduce
the time people usually spend on
deciding lunch options.

Invite others

Link with other social
network apps

Scheduling

Agree on Location and
Time

Recommend food

Make preemptive

choices

orders

NOT accepted and go

Accept

with individual choices

recommendations

Order(s) sent to

Document preferences

Document preferences

restaurant(s)

Learn to make food
choices

Past order history
Carts pick up order
Import preferences
Recommend location
that is currently

Your Cart’s
Number is
028

available from the list

NOT accepted and go
with individual choices

Confirm location

Carts finish delivery at
the confirmed location

Carts still carries
additional food

Carts - No food left

12:30

Back

Get Started

Carts pick up other
orders

Food Preferences

Scheduling

Invitation +
Coordination

Location
Preferences

Find Your Food
Mate

Location survey

Learn to make location

Past history

choices

Record preferences
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Autonomous Food Cart
The primary function of the
autonomous food carts is to pick
up and deliver food ordered by the
digital platform from restaurants at
MixC World. The carts consist of two
models. Model A provides pick-upand-deliver service, traveling from
restaurants to the designated dining
area based on individual orders.
Model B carts park outside of popular
restaurants that usually receive
a high volume of orders during
lunchtime to take multiple orders at
once.

When picking up the food, the cart
system will ask the restaurant staff
to scan the QR code printed on the
cart or type in the order number.
Meanwhile, the cart will assign an
empty container to each order. The
lid of the designated container will
unlock automatically. Restaurant
staff could put the prepared food
into the container. Similarly, when
delivering the food to the customers,
the carts will ask the customers
to scan the QR code or type in the
order number on the cart’s control
interface.
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During the delivery process, users
could send follow-up instructions
to the carts such as “deliver now,”
“waiting and keep food warm,”
“change location,” “come to me,”
or “lead the way.” These real-time
commands allow users to gain
flexibility when waiting for food or
picking a dining location among MixC
World’s several designated public
spaces.

12:30

Back

Get Started
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It is essential to understand how
Food Mate interacts with the
urban environment with different
approaches. First, the interaction
is local and physical at the urban
microcosm of CR Land’s MixC World.
Navigating through MixC World
and delivering food to the young
professionals is the primary mode
of urban interaction. The Food Mate
system may collect occupancy data
of the designated dining areas and
micromanage the use of these spaces.
Further, through using different
designated areas for the Food Mate
system, MixC could strategically
activate some underutilized
venues at MixC World. Second, the
interaction goes beyond the site
boundary of MixC World because the
Food Mate system – both the digital
platform and the autonomous carts
– is an iconic service product that
attracts visitors and customers from
the outside. Last, given that MixC is

a chain development across many
Chinese cities, it is foreseeable that
CR Land could choose to implement
the Food Mate system in other MixC
projects and similar office real estate
projects.

Scale-up across MixCs

In this way, one of the advantages
is that Food Mate could create
potential added-values for both
office spaces and restaurants across
many CR Land projects. The second
advantage is that Food Mate allows
CR Land to integrate restaurant
services, delivery services, and spatial

If the implementation of Food Mate
at iMixC is successful, it is possible to
for CR Land to transplant Food Mate
to another MixC complex in Luohu,
Shenzhen, and even other projects
across the country.

Understanding Detailed
Spatial Preferences
One of the primary functions of the
Food Mate system is to streamline
the process of choosing dining
locations at MixC World. The system
documents multiple designated Food
Mate dining sites – roof gardens (on
the top of the office towers), urban
farm, the square outside of the
cultural theatre, and other public
spaces. Among these areas, some
could be overcrowded. Since the
digital platform estimates the realtime occupancy of these areas via
counting the number of carts in these
areas, the platform could inform the
autonomous carts to avoid crowded

locations.
Meanwhile, after every dining
meet-up, the platform sends a
survey and ask the users to evaluate
the environment of the meet-up
spots. The questionnaire aims to
help understand users’ satisfaction
with the recommended locations.
Given that any space has a great
variety of features, all of which
may affect the satisfaction of the
users. To understand why people
like a specific space or not, the
questionnaire could propose one or
two follow-up questions to ask the
user to clarify why she or he likes or
dislikes the recommended dining
location. In this way, not only can the
system document individual user’s
preferences of dining locations,
but also individual user’s reactions
to specific features in the space –
lighting, size, view, sound, smell, and
so forth.

management within its development
projects. With the data collected
from Food Mate – restaurant types,
food sales, and preferences of dining
location and time – CR Land could
establish and supervise the “dining”
ecosystems within different development projects.

Outside of the popular restaurants, there are carts stationed
locally for receiving as many
orders as possible.

The carts navigate through
MixC World using Bluetooth
beacons and coded infrared
LED system.

Carrying pre-ordered food, the
carts arrive at the designated
dining area ahead of the customers, hence shortening the
time of waiting for food.
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While people are eating and
chatting, the carts will park
nearby and charge the battery.

Since the carts have preordered food, it is likely there
are over-ordered food. The
carts could move around and
sell the extra food by offering
a discount.
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Customers who have ordered
food may find their carts and
pick up the food.
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Autonomous Carts
Navigation is the critical task that
the autonomous carts need to
address. For indoor navigation, the
autonomous carts are equipped with
an integrated navigation system that
consists of indoor Bluetooth beacons
and infrared LED sensors. The former
allows the carts to position itself and
navigate through MixC World. The
indoor location data will be shared
with the Food Mate users so that they
could track their orders on an indoor
map. However, since Bluetooth
beacons cannot provide super
accurate positioning (> 1m), the carts
also adopt an infrared path designing
system that creates “invisible path”
through encoded infrared LED signals

(accuracy up to 50mm). Using the
infrared LED receivers, the carts
could decode the infrared LED signals
and move along the designed paths.
With the two systems, Food Mate
improves its capacity of navigation
and positioning in the complex
environment at MixC World.
For safety concerns, the carts are
equipped with two anti-collision
systems – depth camera and sonar
sensors, both of which are more
cost-effective than Lidar. Since
the labor cost is relatively low in
China, controlling the cost of the
autonomous carts is critical for
maintaining the competitiveness of
Food Mate in Shenzhen. Further, the
carts are equipped with two 1000W

motors in-between the front and rear
wheels. The motors, while providing
sufficient power for motion, prevent
the carts from speeding up during
delivery.
As a food delivery device, Food Mate
carts are equipped with thin yet
efficient insulation layers inside
all the food containers. In case
that the carts must wait for food
pick-up or sell pre-ordered food, the
containers could the keep the food
warm. Besides, each cart carries a
touch-screen interface that allows
customers to type in their order
number or scan a QR code for pick-up.
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User interface touch screen

Thin insulation layer inside the food container

Display screen to show the advertising
information of the food that the cart is currently
delivering

Anti-Fog Glass (for food display)

Food Container Lid

*The lid will open automatically after the user
scan the QR code or input the order number.

Rubber umper
Depth Camera for Anti-Collision (Primary)
Sonar Anti-Collision (Secondary)

Depth Camera for Anti-Collision (Primary)
Local Server

Sonar Anti-Collision (Secondary)

Bluetooth Beacon (Positioning)

Satellite GPS Service

Infared LED Station (Path Design)

Blue ooth Beacon Sensor (Positioning)
Infared LED Decoder (Routing)

Outdoor
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Antenna
IMU-enabled GPS locator, and the Collision
Avoidance System CPU
GPU (for the control interface)

Container of the cart battery

Charging Pad

*The pads are installed in the designated dining
areas or near selected restaurants.
Soft thermoplastic rubber wheels

*The wheels are connected with the motor
in-between the wheels through belts and small
pulleys.
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Juncheng (Tony) Yang was awarded
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Distinction in Creative Works and
Research, from Rice University in 2016
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Planning Studies from London School
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(LSE) in 2017. Juncheng was also the
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the Second Prize of the Margaret
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field research on urban planning and
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SURV (China), WW Architecture (USA),
and OMA (Hong Kong).
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Employees can have troubling
experiences at workplaces such
as the confusion of complicated
process of tasks or being not familiar
with a new environment. As a
result, employees can be negatively
affected, which then brings lower
efficiency and productivity. Moreover,
employees may hide negative
emotions, because they are expected
to act calm and less emotional to
show professionalism. However,
hiding emotions may hinder
cooperation and the development
of interpersonal relationships,
while revealing them appropriately
sometimes result in more efficient
communication and closer
relationship between colleagues.
Based on these problems, the
future of work in Shenzhen focuses
on providing hyper-personalized
services to employees to improve
their working experiences,
communication, and productivity.
Ultimately, through personalization
at workplaces, Shenzhen can attract
and retain top talents in the city.
This project proposes to provide
personal concierge services to
employees at China Resources Land
(CR Land) MixC World. The project is
called “RUNcierge”; “Run” comes from
CR Land’s Chinese name “Hua Run”,
and “cierge” comes from the concept
of concierge.
The project visions two phases. In
the first phase, this project proposes
the the new function “RUNcierge”
under CR Land “Officeasy” mobile
application. Users will create their
own concierge avatars. With voice

recognition, natural language
processing, deep learning and cloud
computing, users are able to make
natural talks with concierge avatars.
Two types of services including way
finding to places and scheduling with
people are provided. With Augmented
Reality (AR) technology, users will
be able to see the concierge avatars
immersed with the surroundings
on their phones, leading the way or
making appointments with other
users’ concierge avatars. The avatars
will also display specific facial
expressions and body movements
based on different situations.
These vivid actions not only bring
fun to the users, but also deliver
emotions which are often concealed
at workplaces. Conveying those
emotions by the adorable avatars
can potentially ease the atmosphere
and bring interpersonal relationship
closer.
Since Shenzhen has great potential
in the research and development of
light wearable AR goggles, the second
phase of this project proposes smart
glasses that can deliver the concierge
services. The smart glasses will
integrate AR and related technologies
in the first phase. Therefore, the
glasses can not only fully accomplish

the concierge functions in the first
phase, but also free users from
mobile phones.
The project is designed for Shenzhen
MixC World. The unique mode of “livework-play” at the CR Land MixC World
in Shenzhen blurs the boundaries
between the three. Employees at
MixC World would sometimes choose
to work in a more comfortable
environment other than in the
offices. As a result, in this project,
designated places in MixC World are
recommended for the users to meet.
These stores will have cooperation
and contract with employers. Digital
display boards will be installed at the
designated places. The boards links
with CR Land system. The employees
will be automatically checked-in
by facial recognition, and their
status will be marked as “working”.
However, this project can be scaled
up to Shenzhen and all MixC World
sites in China to help improve
working experiences.

Let RUNcierge be your
personal concierge.
Left: Sakura street in MixC World
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RUNcierge engages people by
providing two types of services:
wayfinding and appointmentmaking. Both services are considered
important in improving employees’
working experiences. Wayfinding
service will help employees find the
right person/place quickly without
going back and forth. Appointmentmaking through concierge avatars
will be easy and efficient.
This project proposes the application
in two phases. In the first phase,
all the functions will be achieved
through mobile phones; in the second
phase, smart glasses will be able to
provide same, if not better, services
than those in the first phase.
Settings
In the first phase, employees at
MixC World will be required to
download “Officeasy” application.
After registering and signing in with
enterprise email addresses, users will
be led to create their own avatars
as personal concierges. Users can
choose their avatars from either
people or animals, and can dress their
avatars with default clothes. A name
for the avatar is required, for the
concierge services will be activated
by calling the avatar’s name.

process and understand complex
questions, and search for answers
and solutions. For example, users can
ask “Hi Jing, I have this cooperation
contract that requires three
signatures from managers, where
can I find them and who should I find
first?“ The concierge avatar will be
activated, processing the question,
and searching for the right sequence
of completing this task. The avatar
will talk to the users about the
solutions, in its unique voice.

C om
e
c a n ! H ere
firs have t you
t si
he
from gnatur
Tom e
!

Once the concierge avatar provides
the solutions, it will lead the users
to places to finish each step of the
task. Since the sequence of such
standard operations are encoded in
the database and tips are provided
by previous users, using the
wayfinding service that concierge
avatar provides will be smooth and
time-saving. In the end users will be
asked to give feedback to the whole
experience.

C om
e
c a ! H er
s e c n ha v e e yo u
on d
t he
from signat
And ure
y!

C om
e
c a n ! H ere
thir have you
t he
d si
f r o m g n at u
B ob re
!

Wayfinding
With voice recognition, natural
language processing, and artificial
intelligence techniques embedded
in the application, users will be able
to make natural dialogues with the
concierge avatars. The avatars can

Left Concierge avatar providing wayfinding
service.
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Hey Tom, wou
le
you like to mee
t
with Jinghong?
Your next avai
lable
time is 1pm th
isi
Friday.

Hi Tommy! Jinghong
would like to meet
with Tom. Can you
check when Tom is
available, plea se?

e
t! Se
Grea hen!
t
yo u

Sure!

Hey Tom! Just a kind
reminder that you
have a meeting with
Tom in 20 minutes.
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J
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Oh I let
Jinghong
wait for 20
minutes
already! I
should be
quick!

Sorry Jing and
Jinghong! We will
be there as soon as
possible!

Tom can do
1pm this
Friday!
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Appointment making
RUNcierge supports making
appointments with other users
through the concierge avatars.
Similar to the wayfinding service,
the users can directly ask the
concierge avatars to schedule a
meeting, and the avatars will check
with other users’ concierge avatars
for meeting time. For example, by
asking “Hey Jing, I need to talk to
the department manager about
the project design, can you help me
making an appointment with him,
please?” The concierge avatars will
be able to understand this question,
and immediately check with the
other user’s concierge avatar for
meeting time. At this step, the screen
will show that two concierge avatars
are discussing about the meeting
time and place. If the guest user (who
is invited) approves the meeting,
then users will be able to see their
new schedule synchronized into
their calendar. The excited face and
movement of the avatar also implies
the approval of meeting from other
users.
Integrated with the wayfinding
service, the concierge avatars will
lead the users to agreed meeting
places. Occasionally some users
may be late for the meeting. The
awaiting people would usually
not make any urges because of
politeness. Moreover, they may
not even express their impatience
due to professionalism. As a result,
sometimes, employees conceal their
negative emotions at workplaces,
which are harmful to both their
mental and physical health.
Considering the concealed emotions
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between people at workplaces, the
concierge avatars are designed to
convey emotions for the users based
on different situations. While people
showing negative emotions may be
annoying, the adorable concierge
avatars can express the negative
emotions in a cute way that does not
offend others. What is more, the real
emotions conveyed to other users
through avatars are useful reminders
for them. For example, if the guest
is late for the meeting, the inviter’s
avatar will invade into the guest’s
screen, impatiently looking at their
watch. This is a kind reminder for
the guest to hurry up and attend
the meeting, while not being rude
and offensive. The guest who is late
for the meeting will then notice
that the inviter is waiting, with his/
her avatar acting in a hurry. So,
displaying different faces, gestures,
and movements based on different
scenarios can potentially soften the
atmosphere. Moreover, it can improve
the efficiency of communication
and improve working experience d,
because the concealed emotions
are revealed, and people can act
accordingly.

Top: Concierge avatar providing appointmentmaking services. The avatars’ faces, movements,
and gestures convey certain emotions.
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The second phase
Shenzhen is the economic and
technology hub of China. It has
great potential in inventing new
technologies and making quick
prototypes. A lot of companies in
Shenzhen now are devoted in VR/
AR research and development.
Considering the ability of research
and investment as well as fast
prototyping, it is reasonable to
say that wearable smart glasses
integrated with AR technology can be
exprected in the near future.
Looking into the future, this project
proposes a second phase, which
visions to completely transfer the
RUNcierge functions to wearable
smart glasses. The employees at MixC

World Site will be offered the smart
glasses. In this scenario, the way
that people interact with RUNcierge
will be directly talking to the smart
glasses. The smart glasses will have
headphones near users’ ears, so
users will still be able to make direct
and natural communication with
RUNcierge.
Moving all the AR visions from mobile
phone screens to smart glasses, users
will not need to hold their phones for
wayfinding services. With concierge
avatars displaying on the glasses,
users can see them clearly and follow
them either to find people or to find
places.

the majority, taking into account of
Shenzhen’s capacity of innovation
and prototyping, we can expect
that in the near future the smart
glasses with AR technology could be
affordable for people.

Designated meeting places at MixC
World in Shenzhen
Since the mode of “live-work-play” at
the CR Land MixC World in Shenzhen
blurs the boundaries between the
three, the entertaining places such as
cafes and restaurants have become
popular sites for employees to meet
and work. Therefore, four designated
places including Pacific Coffee,
Starbucks, Peacock restaurant, and
the plaza in front of the elephant are
proposed as special meeting areas.
Pacific Coffee, Starbucks, and Peacock
restaurant will have cooperations
with companies on MixC World, that
employees in these companies will
be offered coupons and thematic
clothes for their concierge avatars if
they visit the stores for meeting.

Bottom: Second phase of RUNcierge: applying AR
technology on smart glasses to provide wayfinding
and appointment-making services.

Although the smart glasses with
AR technology are expensive for

At each place a digital display board
will be installed. The board will
have access to basic information of
employees whose companies have
cooperation with the stores. With
facial recognition, the employees
can check in as working status to
the system from the digital display
board. The board initially shows the
grey shapes of concierge avatars
whose owner will come for meeting.
With the onwer checked in, the gray
shape will be lit up as the actual look
of concierge avatars. After checking
in, users will automatically receive
coupons on their phone.

Top: Designated meeting places at CR Land MixC
World with digial display boards where users can
check in and acquire coupons.
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Shenzhen - Regional Level

Office-level
All employees in offices are invited to use
RUNcierge. Data including wayfinding and
appointments made within offices are recorded, which can be analyzed for optimization of service departments.

MixC World - Community Level
All tenant companies at MixC World Shenzhen are invited to use RUNcierge. However,
only four places at MixC World are designed
as meeting places. The number of meeting
places and the types can be expanded in the
future.
Similarly, data such as wayfinding and appointments happening at MixC World can be
analyzed. For example, studying the number
of visits to each designated meeting places
and the profile of visitors may imply the
strategy of choosing designated places.

Top: Scale up of RUNcierge from office to
community, regional, and national level.

In the second phase when RUNcierge functions do not need to rely on mobile phones,
RUNcierge can be an application that not
only MixC World employees but also other
workers can use. This would be important for
Shenzhen as the fin-tech tenant companies
at MixC World have many collaborators from
MixC, while they also need the wayfinding
and appointment-making services. Acquiring
data on the cooperation among companies can help understand the flow of work
in Shenzhen. However, no digital display
boards will be installed outside MixC World
site.

China - Country Level
There are more than 20 MixC Worlds in
China, each have different tenant companies
and demographic of employees. Therefore,
the way the employees interact with each
other and with the cities may be different.
Gathering data to understand the different
preferences and behaviors of MixC World
employees in cities may also provide chances
for optimization in CR Land management.
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Wayfinding System

Camera

Questions from
users

Voice recognition

Natural language
processing

Voice recognition and natural language
processing technologies are used to understand the contents of the questions
and feedbacks from users.

Database

Artificial Intelligence

Database encodes all the data of
standard operation sequences for inoffice and in-MixC World wayfinding
services. User feedbacks will also be
added and stored in the database.

Artificial Intelligence is
used to return back the
answers/solutions to
the users.

Bluetooth

GPS

ARkit/ARcorem

Wifi

User flow
Feedback flow
The second phase

The whole system will be embedded in the smart glasses. The smart
glasses will install eye tracking
cameras for better AR experiences.

Vision positioning
system
Facial recognition`
Facial recognition
is used on the digital display boards
for auto check-in.

RUNcierge uses location-based AR to create concierge avatars. ARkit and ARcore
are AR application development platforms; the former is used for Iphone applications, and the latter is for Android applications. Camera on the phone is used
to capture the surroundings in AR. It is also used in Vision positioning system to
help with indoor navigation.

Feedback from
users

Smart glasses with eye
tracking cameras

GPS is used for wayfinding services outdoors. Most smart phones have GPS
sensor embedded. Since GPS does not work well indoors, indoor navigation and
Vision positioning system (VPS) are used for indoor wayfinding services. Bluetooth and WIfi also helps with indoor positioning. What is more, they can sense
if there are other concierge avatars around based on distance.
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in Beijing, China. She studied
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of East Anglia and Fudan University,
where she focused on low carbon
energy technology and climate
change adaptation. She went to
University College London afterwards
and received MSc in Smart Cities
and Urban Analytics, where she
grew interests in urban big data
capture and analysis with a special
concentration on air pollution. Prior
to MIT, she worked as a research
assistant at Tsinghua University
for a year, where she designed
an online air pollution analysis
and visualization platform for the
Ministry of Environmental Protection
in China. She intends to explore
the role that urban data can play in
tackling environmental problems and
improving urban living environment,
with a special focus in China cities.
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Problem Description
Shenzhen is developing in an
incredible speed, the pace of life is
fast, and the competitive pressure
level is high. It is not surprising to see
urban health issues in a city like this
getting more and more serious, both
in terms of physical and mental.
For a large portion of the population,
the work place is where they
spend most of their daytime. On
the one hand, the workplace is
contributing to the deterioration
of comprehensive health status
because many health issues derive
from unhealthy habits in the offices,
such as not drinking enough water,
sedentariness, lack of exercise and
high stress level caused by not
taking enough breaks. On the other
hand, the fact that people stay in
the workplace for a long time gives
it the opportunity to bring the most
effective intervention. So, in the
Hydro Station project, the question
about the future of work should
be framed as: how to equip the
workplace as a vehicle to deal with
various known health issues related
to modern city life?
CR Land has started to pay attention
to the health conditions of people
working in their buildings and has
already began establishing a health
care program in the office and
commercial complex, which includes
medical care service, mental health
service, gyms, and AED on every
other floor. However, such services
are passive and disconnected
from people, and most of them are
remedial measures after health

Hydro Station

Water
Drinking

issues get severe. So, what this
project aims at achieving is to make
the best use of existing facilities and
create an active feedback loop in the
working environment that prevent
health problems from happening and
to recognize them in their early stage
to provide immediate intervention.
The Hydro Station
The solution here is to take people’s
water drinking behavior as the
incentive to guide them into the
pantry and use the Hydro Station
to conduct a comprehensive suite
of health monitoring, analyze the
collected information, and provide
feedback to alarm people about
physical and mental health issues
in an early stage and help them
establish a healthier living habit in
the workplace. The Hydro Station
will not only give feedback to the
individual user, and also aggregate
data on a system level to provide
feedback to the larger building
complex.
The reason why Hydro Station is
installed in the pantry is because the
pantry meets the following criteria:
1) used by a mass population in the
building, 2) could generate a range
of information that is closely related
to people’s health and wellbeing, 3)
cou ld use limited number of sensors
to achieve a positive cost-benefit, 4)
operate on a collective level while
being able to represent to every
individual. Based on people’s routine
in a typical office building in China,
the places that people would share
on a daily basis are actually quite
limited, among them, the pantry has

the greatest potential in collecting
the targeted information and
promoting interaction in a certain
level.
Among all kinds of health-related
behaviors in the workplace, water
drinking is chosen as the intervention
point for two reasons. First, it is
itself extremely crucial while hard to
notice when people are focused on
their work, when one feels thirsty,
his/her body is already dehydrated,
and constant dehydration will cause
chronic damage to people’s organs
and trigger even more serious
problems. When people improve
their water drinking, other issues like
sedentariness will also be alleviated.
Second, to generate the right
amount of water that should be
consumed by a certain person, a
range of information needs to be
collected, such as height, weight,
body temperature, the intervals of
getting water. Basically, for one day,
the amount is 30 ml/kg body weight.
Also, when the body temperature
rises by one degree, 500 ml of water
should be added. The important thing
here is that these are all important
indicators for many other health
issues, combined with the stress
level and detailed facial image, a
more comprehensive set of health
issues, both physical and mental,
can be recognized, which means
the potential health benefits would
greatly exceed water drinking itself.

Lack of
Excercise

Sedentariness

Fever
Stress

Fatigue

Overweight

The Hydro Station is a system that
promotes the health and well-being in
the future workplace
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The Hydro Station provides options
for users to customize their personal
interactions with the system
by choosing how their personal
information is going to be utilized
and stored and if they want to
participate in certain functions or
not. This will determine the feedback
and services one particular user get.
(options will be shown in the graph?)
Personal user experience
Let’s walk through a typical
interaction circle with the Hydro
Station after you opt in all programs.
In the morning, after you pass
the entrance security using facial
recognition, the LED light in the
shape of a glass on your work spot

will start to work. The LED light is a
simple reminder, when it turns blue,
it means it’s time for you to get a
glass of water, when it turns red, it
means you need to stand up and have
a break.
As you follow the signal and walk
into the pantry, you will encounter
the main component of the Hydro
Station – the watercooler. When
you step onto the pad in front of the
watercooler, you will be recognized
by the camera based on the CR Land
facial identity database. Your weight,
height, and body temperature will
be measured to calculate how much
water you need to drink for the day
according to your BMI and body
status. While you are getting water,

you will get a message on the screen
like “Good Morning, Joe! Let’s start
with your water drinking plan today!
You need to have roughly 1500ml
in the office. Enjoy your first cup
of the day, there is 7 more to go!”
If, according to the algorithm, your
facial image shows features that
indicate certain disease, e.g. flu or
rash, or your body temperature is
higher than normal, you will receive
something like “It seems that you
are having a fever, are you feeling
okay? Visiting the medical center on
floor18, Building C sounds like a good
idea.” When you press the button to
get water, the skin conductor in it will
measure your stress level and will
recommend you having some rest

or taking other actions if your stress
level is very high. “Relax, it’s time to
have some rest!”

you a report on your water drinking
and related health status and provide
corresponding suggestions.

know 1/3 heavy coffee drinkers on
your floor have cut down on coffee
and started to drink more water?”

The full Hydro Station system will not
only measure water, other types of
drinks that you get from the pantry
will also be taken into account,
e.g. coffee, to analyze your liquid
drinking pattern. After you finish
getting drinks, the information about
your body status and liquid drinking
pattern will be automatically
synchronized to the health app you
are using on your phone for you to
keep record. It will also generate a
QR code for you to scan and check
that information if you don’t want to
use health apps. At the end of every
month, the Hydro Station will send

Interpersonal Communication

The second goal is to increase the
social dynamics in the workplace
by creating opportunities for
interpersonal communication. The
system will help you get in touch
with other people who uses the
function. “Hey, Amy is in the pantry
now, you can find her there.” or “Hey
Joe, I found that Tom likes tea almost
as much as you do, why not go and
make a new tea-mate?” or “Sam is
arranging a small gathering in the
pantry, you are invited! Come and join
the conversation.”

In addition to give you feedback on
your own water drinking and health
status, the Hydro Station is also able
to analyze data on an aggregated
level and present the results of
other people’s water drinking.
Basically, there are two goals of this
interpersonal feedback.
The first is to further improve the
effectiveness of the Hydro Station
in fostering healthier liquid drinking
habit by creating a mild positive peer
pressure. A typical message in this
scenario would be: “Hey Joe, do you
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Good Morning Joe !

Only Used For Real-time
Calculation & Feedback

Accordinng to your body status, you need to take
around 7 glasses of water today in office. Enjoy
your first glass of the day !

Transfer To Personal Devices
To Keep Record

Data Usage Options

Please notice that your body temperature is a
little bit high, please remember to rest.

Connect To Crland Health
Care Program For Medical
Record
Screen on Hydro Station

04/12

YOUR DRINKING
HABIT

SLEEP

5.5 h
BMI

use facial image to identify a user and detect
unhealthy features

14%
TEMPERATURE

21.6
COFFEE

Health Monitoring
Application On
Personal Devices

BFR

TASK COMPLETE

TEAW

ATER OTHERS
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BODY STATUS

30%
9:00

12:00

15:00

18:00

21:00

24:00

SUGGESTIONS
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Office
Placemaking
Floor 15

The Hydro Station generates a rich
data pool that can power a range of
analysis and functions on a collective
level. In terms of enhancing urban
interactions, there are three major
aspects that operates with different
combinations of data and on
different scales.
Office Placemaking
The Hydro Station can function as
a place making strategy within the
workspace by inspiring people to
build connections with the working
space they share and among
themselves. The pantry, where the
Hydro Station is installed, is one
of the few places where everyone
has a good reason to visit on a daily
basis. It provides the opportunity for
people to shortly break away from
the intense working environment
and restore energy. With the
interpersonal communication
triggered by the Hydro Station, this
function of the pantry can be pushed
to another level.
As described in the personal
interaction section, the Hydro Station
could construct the icebreaking
moments where people start to
talk to each other. The effect of
these conversations could exceed
the interpersonal scale and help
create a more prone-cooperative

atmosphere of the working space
as a whole. Getting familiar with
your coworkers means a smoother
transmission of information, higher
quality collaborations and more
spontaneous ideations, all of which
are key features of an efficient and
productive working environment.
It could also help enhance people’s
sense of belonging, which means,
psychologically, the whole space
could be reinvented.
Across MixC World
With one Hydro Station installed in
each pantry, there will be 120 stations
in one office buildings, and 600 in all
buildings of the site. This scale could
generate a large database to support
collective analysis and compare the
situations across floors and across
buildings.
The feedback would be given to CRL
property management and health
program as basis for intervention
and organizing group activities.
For example, when a certain floor
demonstrates a particularly high
collective stress level in a continuous
period of time, CR Land health
program could respond by hosting an
event on how to relieve pressure and
provide corresponding psychological
services. The results could also be
demonstrated to everyone using

a screen at the entrances of the
building, telling them with intuitive
graphs if people in this building has
healthier drinking habits or if they
have higher stress levels compared to
other buildings. This demonstration
of other people’s status could create
a mild positive peer pressure to
further improve Hydro Station’s
effectiveness in fostering healthier
office lifestyle.

Cross Analysis
- Floor 23 has
demonstrate
constant high
stress level
over the past
month.
Medical service
may be needed.

Building B

Across CR Land Properties
CR Land has properties in 55 cities
across China, which gives the Hydro
Station system full potential to be
scaled up to a national level. There
will be around 6000 in Shenzhen,
and approximately 60000 in China,
collecting information on liquid
drinking, and stress level. The data
will facilitate considerable amounts
of research projects on office health
issues. If the first-hand data could
be integrated with other databases,
it could even open up new areas
of study across disciplines, such
urban studies and planning, public
health, medical science, psychology,
sociology, and anthropology. It is
exciting to imagine the value of such
studies, and once office health issues
attract enough public attention,
how many people will benefit from
the existence of the Hydro Station
system.

- A flu has started to spread in Building B.
- Building D has the best response to drink LED.

MixC World

One Building
~120 Hydro Stations

One CRLand Property
~ 600 Hydro Stations

Shenzhen

China

10 CRLand Properties

~100 CRLand Properties

~6000 Hydro Stations

~60000 Hydro Stations
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Hardware and Sensors

other machines.

The Hydro Station hardware has
two spaces of installation: the water
distributes and data collecting
devices will be installed in the pantry,
and the actuating device will be
on each person’s work spot. All the
devices have WIFI connection to
transmit data to the cloud to process.

At the work spot

In the pantry
In the pantry, let’s look at the
watercooler first. Instead of
consuming bottled water, the Hydro
Station will be taking water from
water pipes process it using a water
purifier in the watercooler before
serving. In front of the watercooler,
there is a digital scale. When a person
step on it, the body weight data will
be collected and the whole data
collecting system will be activated.
The camera will recognize the user
and take detailed facial image to
detect features of disease. The
recognition is made possible by the
facial database that CR Land has
already established and used at the
building entrances. On the roof in
front of the watercooler, a sonar
range finder is installed to measure
body height. On the water cooler,
there is an infrared thermal detector
taking the user’s body temperature,
a skin conductor measuring stress
level on the pad that users press for a
continuous time to get water. At the
water outlet, there is a time stamp
measuring the duration of flow. With
a fixed flow velocity, the system will
be able to calculate the volume of
water coming out of the machine.
Second, for measuring the amount
of coffee and or beverages, there will
be an add-on time stamp installed at
the outlet of the coffee machine and

Sonar Range Finder
Digital Screen

The actuating hardware is the LED
light on each person’s working
spot. The LED will be lit blue when
according to calculation, the liquid
that the user gets last time should be
finished. The LED will be lit red when
the person hasn’t been to the pantry
for over 2 hours. This actuating
method will be activated when the
person gets in the building through
the facial recognition entrance and
will be shut down when the person
leaves the building.

Thermal Camera
Timer

Digital Camera
Galvanic Skin
Response

Wifi Module

Data Processing and Storage

Digital Camera

Timer

Real-name Data
If the person didn’t opt in any
additional services, the real-name
data about the user’s body status will
only be used for calculating the ideal
water amount for the day and then
deleted. If the person choose to keep
track of the data to his/her personal
device, then the real-name data will
be transmitted through API to their
own health applications or by the
QR code that they can scan, and then
deleted. Only the data of those who
opt in the health care program will
be stored in a cloud drive by CR Land
property management.

Wifi Module
Cload Data
Processing

Wifi
Water Purifier

Data
Storage

API

Digital Scale

Anonymous Data
To conduct collective analysis of
people’s health and water drinking
behavior, the Hydro Station will
filter out all the personal identity
information and store them as
anonymous data in a separate
database. The resolution of
geolocation will be on the floor’s
level.

Hydro Station
Hardware & Sensors

Data Flow

LED
Reminder

Wearable
Device

Smart
Phone

Public
Screen
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DATA

DATA PROCESSING

Timer

Liquid Outlet Volume

Sonar Range Finder

Height

OUTPUT & SERVICE

FEEDBACK

Drinking
Volume
BMI

Hydro
Station
Data
Ecosystem

Digital Scale

Thermal Camera

Galvanic
Skin
Response

Weight

Base Liquid
Consumption
Requirement

Body Temperature

Stress

Personal
Drinking
Plan

Liquid
Type

Stress Level
Health Status
Monitoring

Digital Camera

Facial
Recognition

Counter

Identification

Responding
Status

Times of Use

Medical
Service

Physical
Clinic

Time Stamp
Wifi Station

Mental
Service

Location
Hydro Station ID

Personal
Feedback

Health
Status
Analysis

Unhealthy
Featrues
Digital
Image

Drinking
Interval

CRLand
Health Program

Collective
Feedback
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